10 Trends for 2013

The menu items, promotional tools, and business strategies
that will affect quick serves this year.
What would the start of another year be without predictions?
Whether analyzing politics, the silver screen, or stock markets,
experts try to offer a peek at the trends we can expect in the
coming year.
The restaurant industry is no different. Throughout 2012’s fourth
quarter, various consultants, chefs, and operators gazed into
their crystal balls and forecasted the hot restaurant ideas and
issues of 2013.
The following 10 trends, according to those experts, seem most
likely to impact quick-service and fast-casual restaurants this
year.
1. Going local
Despite disagreement about what local really means, there
is little doubt that consumers increasingly see it as a positive
attribute. Locally grown or sourced ingredients fill three of the 10 spots in the National Restaurant Association’s
(NRA) annual “What’s Hot” culinary forecast, a survey of more than 1,800 professional chefs who are members of
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Angeles salad chain Tender Greens, are entrenched in local sourcing. But going local often means more than
buying produce from farms in the area. Dubost says a national chain might consider the whole U.S. as local.
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appealing names like Power Punch Broccoli and X-Ray Vision Carrots,” she says.
Playing with these buzzwords can help boost items like Wendy’s Berry Almond Chicken Salad, a salad only offered
in the summer and a product that Wendy’s promotes heavily with the term fresh.
2. Healthy kids’ meals
Healthful and creative kids’ meals will continue to make an impression on the quick-service industry.
The industry “wrote the book” on understanding kids and kids’ meals, says Sharon Olson, executive director of the
Culinary Visions panel, which surveyed 3,000 consumers and interviewed dozens of food experts to decide top
trends. “They are leaders in knowing what appeals to kids and their parents.”
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